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Agenda 

 Introduction to TCA 

• What is TCA? 

• Why is it important? 

• Integrating TCA into the investment process 

 

 Best Execution across the investment process 

• TCA for fund managers 

• TCA for the trading desk 

• TCA to measure brokers 

• TCA for compliance and management  

 

 The essential TCA checklist 
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What is TCA? 

 Transaction Cost Analysis (TCA) 

 - Measuring and analysing the factors which affect the price an order is executed at 

 - Usually involves taking time-stamped data at various points through the investment and trading 

process, and comparing it to the price of the equity in the market at the time, as well as an 

overall bechmark for the trade 

 - The goal of analysing and understanding trading costs is to define where unnecessary or 

disproportionate costs arise 

 - TCA is an important part of the ongoing feedback loop to measure trading costs, so that they 

can be reduced 
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Why is TCA important? 

 Best Execution 

 - Trading in the most efficient way possible in order to preserve alpha, reduce costs & improve 

fund performance 

 - A process rather than a ‘price’ 

 Has a significant impact on fund performance 

 - Absolute terms (dollars under management) – eg US$24mm saving in 1 year for a $2bn fund 

 - Relative terms (fund’s performance against peers) – a move of a decile in rankings by 

improving trading efficiency 

 

 Focus area for industry practitioners and regulators globally 

 - MiFID regulations (Europe) & RegNMS (US) mandate Best Execution 

 - Many global pension funds & plan sponsors now require proof of trade cost management 

policies before investing with a chosen fund manager 
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You can’t manage what you don’t measure 
• What are trading costs? 

 The difference between the price when the 

decision to trade was made, and the average 

price of executing the order 

• (a) Explicit / ‘Visible’ costs such as 

brokerage/commission fees and taxes – only 20% 

• (b) Implicit / ‘Hidden’ costs including market impact 

and delay (timing costs) costs – around 80%  

Commission 

costs 

 14bps (22%) 

Source: ITG’s global trading cost review 

available at www.itg.com 

TAXES 

COMMISSION 

MARKET 
IMPACT 

DELAY 

SPREAD 

Implicit (Hidden) Costs 50bps (78%) 

 

Delay Cost 

Timing Gain/Loss 

Market Impact 

Opportunity Cost 

Asia Ex-Japan Trading Costs 
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How to save your fund money 

ITG Peer Analysis of trading costs in Q2 2010 shows: 

• average cost = 50bps 

• standard deviation = 40bps 

 

For the same fund with US$2bn AUM and 75% annual turnover: 

   

 With poor execution: average cost = 90bps per trade (50 + 40) 

 Total cost of execution = 90bps x 2 (buy & sell) x 1.5bn = $27million of cost or 

1.35% of overall fund value 

 

 With average execution: average cost = 50bps per trade 

 Total cost of execution = 50bps x 2 x 1.5bn = $15million of cost or 0.75% of overall 

fund value 

 

 With good execution: average cost = 10bps per trade (55 – 40) 

 Total cost of execution = 10 x 2 x 1.5bn = $3million of cost or 0.15% of overall fund 

value 

 

Cost 

saving of 

$24million 

per 

annum or 

1.2% of 

fund value 

between a well 

executing and a 

poorly executing 

fund 
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How to improve your performance v competitors 

• Annualised cost savings can make a big difference in peer group ranking  

• Analysing Australian funds over 3 year period -  reducing trading costs from the 70-80bps range to the 30-

40bps) range can move a fund over a decile up in fund rankings  with no change to investment strategy 

  

Fund Rankings
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Best Execution across the 

investment process 



Integrating TCA to the investment cycle 

Integrate Pre-trade Cost 

analysis  into portfolio 

construction & Alpha 

decisions 

Implement your investment 

decision using advanced trading 

tools and /or broker desks 

Evaluate, select and maintain brokers based on 

trade performance. CSAs can be used to pay for 

other services 

Make technology work for 

you – select algorithms 

and/ or dark liquidity which 

suit your trading objectives 

 

•Measure costs and     

attribute to cause 

• Decide on benchmark 

and TCA method 

•Understand whether 

costs are ‘normal’ or 

disproportionate 

 

Review performance on an 

ongoing basis and repeat 

process 

As a broad rule: 

approximately 80% of 

trading costs come from 

only 20% of the trades 
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Where costs arise across the process 

1) Fund Manager/ Investment Decision 

•  Timing Costs 

•  Momentum 

 

2) Trading Desk 

•  The trade off between speed and market impact 

•  Algorithm performance 

•  Identifying outliers 

 

3) Broker 

•  Impact Cost 

•  Value versus Volume 
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1) Fund Manager/ investment decision 

Typical costs arise when: 

• Orders are released to the trading desk in pieces (phased release), resulting in timing costs 

• Fund managers place constraints on trading desks (eg limit or participation constraints), 

reducing the options for trading optimally 

• Adverse stock movements due to the timing of the investment decision erode alpha 

How TCA can help: 

Custom analysis is focused on the behaviour of the fund manager or investment decision 

• Goal is to identify cost-generating trends and improve Desk/PM communication 

• Report reviews short-term alpha (30 days) before and after implementation 

• Looks in aggregate at stock selection alpha profile and 

• The market momentum affecting order decisions 

• Can be analysed by fund manager or by fund 

In practice: 

• Recommendations can be made around order timing which can save millions of dollars 

on annual performance 
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Manager timing costs in action – a practical example 

The cause of the 

timing costs was 

phased release – 3 

separate blocks of 

orders sent over a 

week 

Over 500bps of cost was incurred on this sell order 

A recommendation was made to give information about full 

order size to the trading desk to allow them to advise if prices 

were moving away, or choose to get done quicker. This could 

save US$100mm annually for the fund 
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2) Trading Desk 
Typical costs arise when: 

• Performance is affected by trader timing decisions 

• Trading style does not match investment approach 

• Market responds to the order and moves away (market impact) 

Timing costs will be highly correlated with short term momentum  

 

How TCA can help: 

Focus of the analysis is on the trading desk  

• Helps traders select the best tools eg high touch vs. low touch execution channels 

• Fits the specific stocks’ alpha profile to trading strategy 

• Looks at high cost trades to see if any lessons can be learned 

In practice: 

• Enables the trading desk to operate as a value added function, not just a cost centre  

• Specific trading decisions and strategies can be reviewed to eliminate costs or improve 

processes 
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Identifying outliers – a case in point 

A thorough analysis of outlier trades ensures that poor performance can be addressed… or justified 

In example 1, order was 

with the desk for over 1 

month despite being only 

19% of ADV. This was 

identified through 

consultation as 

problematic (limit imposed 

was too low)  & addressed 

through communication 

between desk & PM 

Order duration of 1 month! 

In example 2, what 

looks like poor trader 

timing was found to 

be due to a news 

announcement the 

trader could have no 

control over – not a 

persistent problem 

Buy order duration of 1 day but price then 

fell – was it poor timing by the trader? 
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Broker Analysis 

 Focus of the analysis is on brokers’ execution  

• Help communication between trading desk and brokers 

• Measures brokers’ impact costs 

• Measures volume vs. value 

 

 Brokers’ Impact 

• Brokers are expected to execute over the time horizon of up to 1 day 

• Brokers give rise to impact costs, but not timing costs 

 

 Bring volume of trades sent to brokers in line with value they deliver 

• The aim is to create a correlation between the amount of flow and performance 

• Compare commission rates to peers 

• Review different types of execution venues 
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 Some brokers are being given a lot of the flow but not 

adding performance value 
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TCA for Compliance 

Monitors prices and performance of all trades against multiple benchmarks & provides an important record 

to maintain an audit trail 

Required in some regions by regulation, this is an important component of best execution 



The essential ‘checklist’ for transaction cost analysis 

To get the most out of TCA  your tools must : 

 Analyse the complete data set to give you the full picture 

 Capture time stamp information to measure leakage at each stage of the 
investment process 

 Allow comprehensive peer group analysis 

 Give you a choice of the best benchmark for your needs 

 Enable frequent data analysis 

 Be both tactical and strategic, integrated into the overall trading process 

 

    This will enable you to identify problem areas and reduce trading inefficiencies 
and costs 
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corporation of the Hong Kong Securities and Futures Commission and is authorised under the Hong Kong Securities and 
Futures Ordinance to provide dealing in securities and automated trading services (Licence Number AHD810). ITG 
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Questions? Questions? 


